


  E(m) = me mod n 
  E(m1) * E(m2) mod n = m1

e * m2
e mod n = 

(m1m2)e mod n = E(m1*m2) 
  Homomorphic encryption 

  Note: OAEP removes homomorphic property 

  Can we use homomorphism for useful 
purposes? 



  ElGamal: 
  Public key: (p,g,gx mod p) 
  Private key: x 

  Encryption: 
  (gr, mgrx) 

  Homomorpishm: 
  E(m)*E(m’) = (gr, mgrx) * (gr’, m’gr’x) =  

(gr+r’, m*m’*grx+r’x) = E(m*m’) 

  Semantically secure (CPA) 



  County creates public/
private key pair: 
(p,g,gx), (x) 

  Each voter votes vi = 0 
or 1 

  Votes are encrypted: 
E(gvi) = (gr, gvigrx) 

  County totals votes: 
ΠE(gvi) = E(Πgvi) = 

E(gΣvi) 
  County decrypts total 

  Problems? 
  How to get Σvi from 

gΣvi 

  County can still see 
who voted for what 

  Voters can cheat 



  Have each voter prove that vi=0 or vi=1 

  Ingredients: 
  Chaum-Pedersen 
  Partial Proofs [CDS94] 



  Zero-knowledge proof that: 
  logg x = logh y 
  (g,h,x,y are public) 

  Let (x,y) = (gα,yα) [αknown to prover, not verifier] 
  Prover:  

  pick random w 
  send (a,b) = (gw, hw) 

  Verifier: send random challenge c 
  Prover: send r = w + αc 
  Verifier: check that: 

  gr = axc 

  hr = byc 



  Given two proofs, Π1,Π2, of the form: 
  P->V: c [commitment] 
  V->P: s [random challenge] 
  P->V: r [response] 

  Prove Π1 OR Π2 

  Assume WOLOG Π1 is true 
  Prover: Generate a transcript for Π2: 

  c2, s2, r2 

  Follow protocol to generate c1 for Π1, send c1,c2 

  Upon receiving s from V, let s1 = s-s2 

  Send s1, s2, r1, r2 



  Security: 
  Prover can chose exactly one of the two shares 
  (s1,s2) distributed identically regardless of which 

share was chosen first 

  Extension 
  Can support any threshold sharing scheme 

  (t,n)-sharing or arbitrary access structure 

  Proof is that some combination of proofs that 
satisfies access structure is true 



  Encrypt (gvi) to obtain 
(a,b) = (gr,gvigrx) 

  Prove  
logg a = logh b or  
logg a = logh (b/g) 

  Example for vi = 1 

  Pick random ®, w, r1, s1 

  x = g® 

  y = h® g  
  a1 = gr1 xd1 

  b1 = hr1 (y g)d1 

  a2 = gw 

  b2 = hw 

  send x,y,a1,b1,a2,b2 

  get s, let s2 = s – s1 

  r2 = w-® d2 

  send s1,s2,r1,r2 



  Stop the county from cheating by distributing 
county’s key to k trustees 

  E.g., each trustee has share xi 

  x = ∑ xi 

  h = gx = ∏ gxi 

  To decrypt (a,b) = (gr, m*grx): 
  m = b/(ax) = b/(ax1ax2ax3…) 
  Each trustee can divide out axi in turn 

  Note: can be extended to threshold sharing 
using Lagrange interpolation 



  Referendum result: 
  gR, where R is the number of yes votes 
  R = logg (gR) mod p 
  But discrete logs are hard mod p! 

  For small R 
  Use a brute-force search to find R 

  For large R 
  Use an additively homomorphic scheme 



  Setup 
  Choose an RSA prime n = p 
  Let g = n+1 mod n2 

   ¸ = Á(n) 
   µ = 1/Á(n) mod n 

  Encryption 
  Pick random r < n 
  c = gm rn mod n2 

  Decryption 
  m = L(c¸ mod n2) / 

 L(g¸ mod n2) mod n 

  L(u) = (u-1)/n 
  Only works for  

   u = 1 mod n 

  Additive 
homomorphism: 
D(E(m1)E(m2)) = 
m1 + m2 



  Pailler: addition, plus multiply by constant 
  Useful for many applications 
  Generalization by Damgård-Jurik adds threshold 

encryption, proofs of equality 
  Boneh-Goh-Nissim: 

  Addition plus one multiplication 
  Based on pairings 

  Gentry’09: 
  Fully homomorphic 
  Supports homomorphism on any circuit 
  Complexity is polynomial in security parameter… but 

high degree polynomial 



  Recall, PK encryption could have CPA or CCA 
security 

  Homomorphic encryption can only have CPA 
(why?) 

  Some work on defining alternative security 
measures 
  Ciphertext that is malleable in well-defined ways 
  RCCA 
  gCCA 
  HCCA 



  Given ciphertext C, produce C’ such that D(C) 
= D(C’) and: 
  (C,C’) indistinguishable from (C,E(random)) 

  E.g., ElGamal:  
  (gr,m grx) -> (grgr’, mgrx gr’x) 

  Universal re-encryption: does not need public 
key 
  E.g., (E(M),E(1)) in ElGamal 
  (gr,mgrx),(gs,gsx) -> (grgsk,mgrxgskx),(gsl,gslx) 

  Security guarantee? 
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  CCA includes a replay filter 
  Otherwise attacker wins 

  Allowing re-randomization trivially bypasses 
replay filter 
  Modify it to include checks for replayed re-randomized 

messages 
  Replay filter 

  For each decrypted message C 
  Add D(C) to a table 
  If already there, return “replay” 

  R-CCA constructions: Gröth04, P&R 2007 
  No universal constructions are known 



  Homomorphic Encryption 
  Applications to voting 
  Threshold encryption 
  ZK proofs of equality 
  Definitions 
  Re-randomization 

  Next class 
  Private computation 

  Later 
  More on voting (coercion resistance, other 

properties) 


